HCL Workload
Automation

Automate Anything, Run Anywhere

HCL Workload Automation is a critical component of the
digital modern enterprise to ensure business availability and
resiliency. Customers orchestrate, initiate, run and manage
digital business processes from legacy to cloud &
Kubernetes systems.

Benefits & Value

Lowest TCO (Total Cost of Ownership) on the
Market: Save up to 40% based on competitor’s
average.
HCL EasyMove: Take advantage of a wide range of
services including assistance for upgrades, migration,
implementation and health check.
Single Point of Access: Create, manage and monitor
multiple jobs and job streams using graphical views,
embedded analytics and easy to customize dashboards.
Machine-Learning Powered Predictive Scheduling:
Dynamically manage critical paths and predictively
determine scheduled job durations, trends and cycles.

Orchestration and Deployment with Containers: Full
support for containerized environments; orchestrate
applications deployed in containers and optimize
costs, including hybrid environments
Simplify and control complexity: HCL Workload
Automation allows you to easily design the dynamic
resolution of complex applications interdependencies
in heterogeneous systems.
Automation Hub: A marketplace to expand the
automation capabilities of modern digital enterprises to
new domains with a collection of cutting-edge
integrations - available on the Automation Hub catalog

Capabilities
Get Cloud Native-as-a-service - With Cloud-first
architecture, you get the power to innovate and
flexibility to scale on a dedicated environment. With
experts on demand and our Kubernetes, reduce your
risk and cost as you move to any cloud without vendor.

HCL Workload Automation is Cloud Native - Deploy
HCL Workload Automation in minutes on the cloud of
your choice with HCL SoFy. Manage HCL Workload
Automation delivered as containers supporting
Kubernetes with one-line, one-click deployment.

Outstanding scalability and zero downtime for
upgrades – Connect and automate tasks run by local
agents, agentless or through API’s.

Lifecycle management of changes with versioning
and auditing control - Manage scheduling definitions
as group of objects to enable the export & import from

HCL Workload Automation is SAP S/4 Hana certified and available on AWS, SAP, Azure and RedHat Marketplaces

Earned Recognitions

HCL Automation Power Suite has been ranked as a value
leader in EMA radar report 2021.

HCL Workload Automation is a representative vendor in
Gartner Market Guide for Service Orchestration and
Automation platforms 2021, second year in a row.

Safeguard mission critical workloads and accelerate event-driven automation with the one-stop automation
orchestrator. Explore more.

Contact us at HWAinfo@hcl.com
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